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Toby Philp - Re: Fwd: Flyer Creek Industrial Wind Turbine
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Toby Philp
Toby Philp
910L120I210:26 AM

Re: Fwd: Flyer Creek Industrial Wind Turbine

From:
To: <innovation@planning.nsw.gov,au>

Date: Il9l20l2 4:10 pm

Subject: Flyer Creek Industrial Wind Turbine
HitheTe, PLEASE KEEP MY INFORMATON PRIVATE N CONFIDENTAL

Im writting with my concern about the proposed Industrial Wind Turbines whích have been era marked
to go up in flyers creek.,

I am a resident of flyers creek living on Errowanbang road ,we only moved here in August without
knowleadge that there was a proposal to put a Industrial Turbine farm opposite to where i live,, no
realesate said anything to us and we found out by getting to know the locals.

After looking into industrial turbine farms in America it stumps me stupid as to why we would even
consider this in Australia as it has become painfully obviouse to me that they are a money making scam
for the companies making these things and leaves a community in shambles after and creates a junk
like landscape when the turbines are decomissioned.,., has anyone in your department looked into how
many are decomissioned and become pollution visually and environmentally??
Also green energy dosnt kill.,.. the wildlife will sufl'er from birds, bats n even the bee's,.. America and
euroup have a bee shoftage problem and orange being a food bowl area why would you want to risk
affecting the bee population???
There must be a better way and turbine farms are not it , and not to mention the health implications of
the population living around these turbine farms and live stock..

I would question why the turbine farm companies slap people with Gag orders when they get a turbine
on their propefi,.., dont alarm bells go of when there is no transparacy??

this farm is not wanted.

thank you
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